**NOTIFICATION**

The following notification is being circulated in accordance with Article 10.4.

1. **Party to Agreement notifying:** FRANCE

2. **Agency responsible:** Ministry of Transport - Directorate for Roads and Road Traffic, Sub-Directorate for Vehicle Regulations

3. **Notified under Article:** 2.5.2 [], 2.6.1 [], 7.3.2 [x], 7.4.1 [], Other:

4. **Products covered (CCCN where applicable, otherwise national tariff heading):**
   Marking of cycles and mopeds

5. **Title:** Draft orders concerning marking of vehicles - reflecting devices

6. **Description of content:** The draft orders lay down specifications for the fitting of reflecting devices on cycles and mopeds, provide for the approval of lateral devices and mention the laboratories authorized to perform tests prior to approval

7. **Objective and rationale:** Safety - visibility to road-users, especially at highway intersections and when passing oncoming traffic

8. **Relevant documents:** - Above-mentioned draft orders
   - Highway Code - Articles rt 109.2, rt 116, rt 196
   - Orders of 16 July 1954 and 12 May 1975

9. **Proposed dates of adoption and entry into force:**

10. **Final date for comments:** 2 July 1982

11. **Texts available from:** National enquiry point [x] or address of other body: Afnor-cinortech